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Rosemarie Crawford is co-founder of The National Kitten Coalition (USA)
and brings with her almost 20 years of animal welfare experience and
expertise. She is a licensed veterinary technician, and her background
includes serving as a medical staff member in animal shelters and private
veterinary practice as well as successfully implementing and managing
progressive foster programs for shelter animals. Passionate about
animal welfare and teaching others, she presents numerous sessions at
animal welfare and veterinary conferences across the United States
annually and teaches in-depth workshops on a wide range of proven
ways to increase survival rates of kittens.

Abstract
From neonates to geriatrics: Building strong foster programs to save more lives
Foster programs allow communities to be part of the solution for keeping animals out of shelters, and they make
a huge impact in lives saved.
This session will address ways to find and retain volunteer fosters, establish programs to serve a variety of
animals’ needs, provide training and support to expand foster care and ultimately attain higher save rates.
From orphaned, neonatal kittens to geriatric and special needs animals, this session will cover important
considerations for animals, foster volunteers and program administrators.
Attendees will get valuable insights and strategies for starting or expanding successful foster programs and will
leave with knowledge and proven practices that they can start implementing immediately to save more lives.

Full Paper
Starting or Expanding Foster Programs - Some Considerations:
Who will manage the day to day activities of the program? Although many foster programs are initiated by experienced and
dedicated volunteers, long-term management and growth of the program usually requires at least one paid staff member.
Volunteer involvement, however, to assist that staff member is highly encouraged.
Budgeting:
Will this program require new funding, or will it draw from funding already available and being used in other areas? For
example, some organizations create totally new funding for a bottle-baby kitten foster program, while others draw from
funding already in place. A thorough review of how the current budget is being spent and exploring ways to minimize waste
and increase efficiency can often allow organizations to introduce a new program without requiring additional funding.
Likewise, shifting funds already in the budget to start a new, small program is often possible. For example, the current
budget for all the shelter animals’ food may also apply to bottle kittens; the medical budget for all shelter animals may also
cover bottle kittens, etc.
Insurance/liability:
Will foster parents be covered under the organization’s insurance should a bite or other injury occur?
Staff Involvement:
Is everyone “on board”? Be sure to include your entire staff when considering, implementing or expanding a foster program.
It often means that certain people will have increased duties – or at a minimum, there will be some procedural changes. Be
sure expectations are clearly defined and communicated ahead of time.
Recruiting Fosters:
Once the decision is made to start or expand a foster program, foster recruitment must start – and it never ends. Consider
multiple outlets for getting the word out that animals need foster caregivers. Many members of the community are unaware
that there are shelters and rescue organizations nearby, and even those who are aware may not know that there are foster
programs that need foster caregivers. Don’t overestimate what your community knows about your programs. Make yourself
and your needs known, and you may be pleasantly surprised by the amount of community support you receive.
Places for Messaging*:
Website, Social Media
Shelter/rescue lobby (signs, brochures), info sheet in adoption packet
Television, Radio
Community newspapers, church/community/business printed newsletters & bulletins
Bulletin boards at businesses (employee boards and public boards)
Veterinary Clinics, Pet Supply stores
Schools, Realtor Offices, Active Retirement communities. Teachers have summers off, realtors have flexible (often workfrom-home) schedules, and retired folks have time to dote on their foster animals.
Word of mouth from current volunteers and foster caregivers. Encourage them to help you spread the word, too, within their
own personal and professional communities.
*There are far too many options to list. Think about which people may be available or interested in fostering and then bring
your message to them. Captivating photos and heartwarming testimonials go a long way in helping to recruit, so be sure to
include them in your flyers and social media posts.
Vetting Fosters:
There should be some sort of application, ideally in both electronic and paper formats so prospective fosters can choose
which method they prefer. Some organizations have very detailed applications, and others keep it very basic. Try to find a
balance between what you really need to know and making it easy for prospective fosters to submit the application and
begin fostering.

When animals are sent home with caregivers, documents such as a signed foster agreement specific to the current foster
animals, health records for the animals and any follow-up dates should be sent along as well.
Foster Orientation and Training:
Be clear about expectations, rules and regulations. Fosters who receive some training and organizational information are
more confident in their roles, and the shelter staff can minimize potential questions or problems. A basic orientation about the
shelter/rescue, procedures for picking up & returning foster animals, obtaining supplies, medical care, etc. should be included
before caregivers begin caring for a foster animal. Basics of care and some specialized training regarding, for example, bottlebaby kittens, must also be provided before animals go home with caregivers. It benefits everyone – fosters, staff and
especially the animals when foster caregivers understand their roles and know how to properly care for the animals. Doubts,
frustrations, miscommunications and mistakes are reduced and foster satisfaction and retention rates -- and most importantly
animal survival rates -- are increased.
Provide a foster manual with information about program policies and procedures, contact information for program manager or
other shelter staff, how to recognize early signs of illness and what the foster should do in such cases, a note of appreciation
for fostering and any other information you think would be helpful. As with the application, it is helpful if the Foster Manual can
be available in electronic and printed forms.
Retaining Fosters:
Never underestimate the value of a sincere “Thank You!” Thank your fosters often – and then thank them again. While it is
true that there is great satisfaction seeing foster animals grow, thrive and find forever homes, foster caregivers also need to
feel appreciated by the shelter/rescue staff. And not just by the foster manager, but by all the staff. How is the foster
caregiver greeted by the front desk staff? Does the administrative staff reach out with a verbal or written thank you? Are
medical staff members happy to welcome the caregiver for vaccinations, dewormings or even more serious concerns? Are
there signs in the lobby or other areas thanking fosters for partnering with you to save more lives? Be creative in where, when
and how you express your appreciation for the time and care that fosters provide.
Some other ways to say “thank you” may include things like a pizza party, sending an email (or even a hand-written note!)
when the animal has gotten adopted, or when the foster caregiver has a birthday, or an end-of-the year thank you card. How
about gift cards from local businesses or things like t-shirts, stationery, coffee mugs or other items?
Another popular and successful way to retain fosters is to allow them the opportunity to advance and/or care for additional
types of animals. If you’ve identified a foster caregiver who has done a consistently good job, is able to care for a variety of
animals (bottle kittens, sick kittens, older kittens, etc.), understands the shelter’s policies and likes to help others, consider
asking if that foster wants to serve as your volunteer assistant or as a mentor for newer foster caregivers. It’s a win-win-win
situation. Not only does such a request recognize the skills, knowledge and dedication of the volunteer, it also frees up time
for the foster program manager by not having to address as many emails and phone calls about the program or about animal
care. It allows new foster parents to feel more comfortable knowing there is another person they can call with questions
(sometimes people don’t want to bother the shelter staff) and ultimately is it is a big win for the foster animals.
Similarly, having different fosters for different groups of animals is effective for helping more foster animals, and it also gives
caregivers the opportunity to learn new skills and broaden the types of care that they can provide. Many caregivers start with,
for example, older kittens, but eventually would like to learn how to care for bottle-baby kittens (or geriatrics or puppies, etc.).
After mastering that skill, some caregivers may also want to learn how to care for sick kittens, etc. By learning new things and
expanding their skills, caregivers can avoid becoming bored or burnt out, and they tend to stay more involved in - and satisfied
with - the foster program. This is also hugely beneficial for the program manager, as he/she has more options for which foster
provider to send animals to. Alternatively, in cases where there are only a few trained bottle-baby fosters, it is helpful for the
program overall and for the animals, too, to move from the ‘bottle foster’ to a ‘regular foster’ once they are old enough to eat
on their own. This frees up the in-demand bottle foster to take another litter of new bottle-baby kittens, and it allows the kittens
to meet and interact with a new foster family and environment thus expanding the kittens’ socialization.

Paying for it all:
Regardless of if you can move funding from current programs or if you plan to create a new, separate foster program budget,
there are many ways to increase your revenue to start or grow your program.
-Advertise and advocate for the program via all your shelter outlets: website, lobby signs, brochures, newsletters, social
media, etc.
-Host special events like a Kitten Shower. Many organizations report bringing in 80% or more of their total foster budget and
supplies from such events.
-Fundraising of various types, times and techniques
-Do the “Ask” by writing for grants and building relationships with individual donors
Innovative Approaches:
From Animal Control Officer (ACO)/Ranger directly to foster care: Some shelters have great success with sending fosters
directly to specially approved foster parents. This works great for keeping kittens out of the shelter. Stable kittens picked up
by ACOs/Rangers can be brought directly to such pre-approved fosters without making a stop at the shelter.
Temporary Nursery Stay: In cases where a foster home will become available within a week or so, kittens can be saved by a
kitten nursery. Such nurseries are not meant to be a place for kittens to grow up in. Rather, they are meant as a temporary
(1-10 days) stay until a foster caregiver is available. Nurseries require staffing and supplies and are only recommended for
organizations with well-established, robust foster programs. More information about kitten nurseries and foster programs can
be found in The National Kitten Coalition’s manual, Launching and Operating a Successful Kitten Nursery which is available
for free download from https://kittencoalition.org/resources/kitten-nursery-manual/
Please visit https://kittencoalition.org/ for additional kitten information. We are here to help you save kittens. Thank you.

